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core (IAEA-TECDOC-233, 1980. IAEA Research Reactor Core Conversion from the use of high-enriched
uranium to the use of low enriched uranium fuels Guidebook.) without scram is investigated. The analysis
is performed with the best estimate code RELAP5/MOD3.3. The interaction of the obstructed channel and
its adjacent channels has been taken account of. Results indicated that even when the flow channel
has been totally blocked, there is still no boiling occurrence, and the fuel temperature is low enough to
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. Introduction

The safety analysis of the research reactor usually entails the
imulations of several selected cases within two broad categories
f accidents, namely, reactivity insertion accidents (RIA), and loss
f flow accidents (LOFA). In the transient simulations, it is custom-
ry to consider the situation with or without scram event, called
rotected transients and unprotected transients. Much research
as been done on LOFA with scram (Bokhari and Mahmood, 2005;
amidouche et al., 2004; Mariy et al., 2003; Mohamed et al., 2007).
he applicable accident sequences are those anticipating failures of
eactor scram in occurrences, such as primary pump failure, valve
ailure, or pump unavailability due to loss of electrical power. Most
nalysis had been done with single channel models, such as hot
hannel, average channel, and bypass channel, without considering
he interaction between channels. Adorni et al. (2005) carried out
n analysis of the partial and total blockage of a single fuel assembly
n an MTR type research reactor. Each channel of the core was simu-
ated individually in order to assess the thermal-hydraulic effect of
he flow blockage on the intact channels, without the consideration
f the interaction between the obstructed channel and its adjacent

hannels.

In the eighties, a safety-related benchmark problem for an ide-
lized generic 10 MW MTR light-water pool-type reactor has been
efined (IAEA-TECDOC-233, 1980). This benchmark was specified

∗ Corresponding author at: State Key Laboratory of Multiphase in Power Engi-
eering, School of Nuclear Science and Technology, Xi’an Jiaotong University, No. 28
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rk indicates that the consideration of the conjugate heat transfer in the
transient is very important.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

nder the conversion program of the research reactor cores from
ighly enriched uranium (HEU) to low enriched uranium (LEU)
ores. It covers large steady state neutron kinetics and thermal-
ydraulic calculations and a wide range of hypothetical dynamic
ccidental scenarios. Much research has been done based on this
enchmark problem (Kazeminejad, 2006; Hamidouche et al., 2004;
ohamed et al., 2007), however, little work has been done to inves-

igate the blockage of a coolant channel because of the swelling
f the fuel or some other incidents, which may occur and dam-
ge the integrity of the fuel in the lifetime of the research reactor.
n the present paper, the partial (95%) and total (100%) block-
ge of a channel in an assembly in the IAEA 10 MW research
eactor without scram was investigated by RELAP5/MOD3.3. A
ulti-channel model was applied by RELAP5 to take account

f the interaction of the obstructed channel and its adjacent
hannels.

. Configuration of the core

The core of the IAEA 10 MW MTR type research reactor (IAEA-
ECDOC-233, 1980) is cooled and moderated by a forced downward
irculation of light water. The core configuration is depicted in Fig. 1
nd the detailed specifications of the core are given in Table 1. There
re 21 MTR Standard Fuel Assemblies (SFA, 1–21) and 4 Control
uel Assemblies (CFA, 22–25) (Fig. 1(a)). The core is reflected by
raphite, which is represented by G, on the two opposite sides and

urrounded by light water which is represented by W. The stan-
ard fuel assemblies contain 23 standard plates whereas the control
uel assemblies contain 17 standard plates with special regions to
eceive the 4 fork type absorber blades. The arrangement of the fuel
lates in an assembly is depicted in Fig. 1(b).

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00295493
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/nucengdes
mailto:szqiu@mail.xjtu.edu.cn
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nucengdes.2008.06.016
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Nomenclature

L length of the channel
Tcil inner side temperature of the clad on the left
Tcir inner side temperature of the clad on the right
Tcenter temperature on the centerline of the fuel plate
Tcol outer side temperature of the clad on the left
Tcor outer side temperature of the clad on the right
Tf temperature of the coolant
Tfuel temperature of the fuel plate
y axial position from the inlet
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Table 1
The operating conditions of the IAEA research reactor benchmark problem

Core material
Nuclear fuel MTR
Fuel element Plate type clad in Al
Coolant Light water
Moderator Graphite-light water

Core thermal-hydraulics
Fuel thermal conductivity (W/cm K) 1.58
Cladding thermal conductivity (W/cm K) 1.80
Fuel specific heat (J/g K) 0.728
Cladding specific heat (J/g K) 0.892
Fuel density (g/cm3) 0.68
Cladding density (g/cm3) 2.7
Radial peaking factor 1.4
Axial peaking factor 1.5
Engineering peaking factor 1.2
Inlet coolant temperature (◦C) 38.0
Operating pressure (bar) 1.7

Fuel assembly dimensions
Length (cm) 8.00
Width (cm) 7.60
Height (cm) 60.0
Number of plates/fuel SFA/CFA 23/17
Plate meat (mm) 0.51
Width (cm) active/total 6.30/6.65
Height (cm) 60.0

3
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Y nondimensional length, Y = y/L

. Modeling

.1. Modeling for the blockage of a channel

It is important to consider the interaction between the reactor’s
ooling loop and the core’s kinetics during the blockage of a chan-
el. However, as our attempt here is to investigate the flow blockage

n a channel, only 9 channels and fuel plates were modeled. The
ombination of the fuel heat conduction and the fuel-coolant heat
onvection were considered. The power and coolant mass flow were
iven as the initial conditions. The power distribution and the total
ass flow were supposed to be constants in the transient, which
as conservative, because the feedback of kinetic was not consid-

red (Adorni et al., 2005). Nodalization for RELAP5 is depicted in
ig. 2. The left boundary was the boundary of channel 1. The right
oundary was assumed to be adiabatic, because only half of the
late was considered (Fig. 2(a)). The fuel plate and the channel were
ivided into 21 nodes along the flow direction (defined as y direc-
ion), and the fuel plate was divided into 13 nodes along the radial
irection (defined as x direction) (Fig. 2(b)).

Since the power was assumed to be averagely distributed in
he fuel plates in the current study, channel 3 was chosen arbi-

rarily to carry out the partial and total flow blockage simulations.

ith a chosen RELAP5 motor valve component (Fig. 2(a)), the phe-
omenon is simulated by changing the position of the valve stem
RELAP5/MOD3.3, 2001).

r
u

I

Fig. 1. Benchmark core configuration. (a) The configuratio
Water channel thickness (mm) 2.23
Plate clad thickness (mm) 0.38

.2. Validation of the computational model

Because there are no measured or calculated results of the block-
ge of a channel in the core of this type reactor, so in order to
alidate the computational model, the Fast Loss Of Flow Accident
FLOFA), which is defined in IAEA TECDOC-643 (1992), is taken to
e simulated here for the model validation. The core power is initi-
ted at 12 MW, where a 1.2 overpower factor is included. The flow
ecay is modeled as an exponential decrease with time constant of
.0 s (exp(−t/1.0)). The reactor scrams when the mass flow decrease
eaches 85% of its initial value. It is supposed that the reversal

egime begins and an upward natural circulation flow begin to set
p at 15% flow. This transient is described in Table 2.

Calculated results were presented and compared in Table 3.
t can be drawn that the FLOFA could be well simulated with

n of the core (b) the arrangement of the fuel plates.
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Fig. 2. The sketch of the adopted nodalization for RELAP5 code. (a

ELAP5/Mod3.3 under this node system. Fig. 3 gives out the param-
ters transient during this accident.
. Results and discussions

The analyzed cases are divided into two categories: those who
nvestigate the effect of the partial blockage of one SFA channel

able 2
ain benchmark leading characteristics of FLOFA

ransient key parameters FLOFA
nitial power (MW) 12.0
oolant flow direction Downward
oss of flow decay periods (s) 1.0
cram setting point 85% of nominal core coolant flow rate
elay time before scram (s) 0.2
hut down reactivity ($/s) −10.0/0.5
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able 3
ode validation based on the FLOFA

RELAP5/3.3/XJTU /AEAa RELAP5/3.2/UPISAb RETRAC-PC

eak temperature (◦C)
Fuel 95.35(0.37) 92.75(0.368) NA 91.20(0.391
Clad 92.52(0.37) 88.27(0.374) 92.58(0.400) 88.45(0.39
Coolant 60.23(0.45) 59.46(0.41) 59.50(0.504) 60.05(0.48

emperature at 15% of flow (◦C)
Fuel 59.70(1.94) 58.29 NA 58.61(1.437
Clad 59.36(1.94) 57.78 NA 58.33
Coolant 46.82(1.94) 47.01 46.70 45.93

uantities between parentheses indicate time in seconds of parameter occurrence. NA: d
EA: Atomic Energy Authority (Egypt); UPISA: University of PISA (Italy); ANL: Argonne Na
e Energia Nuclear (Spain); JAERI: Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (Japan); Intera
a Mohamed A. Gaheen et al. (2007).
b Tewfik Hamidouche et al. (2004).
c IAEA-TECDOC-643 (1992).
RELAP5 model (b) the nodalization in the fuel plate and channel.

hen the obstruction is up to 95% of nominal flow area; and those
nitiated, after 500 s of the steady state calculations. The main initial
nd boundary conditions are summarized in Table 4.

able 4
ain initial and boundary conditions

ransient key parameters Partial blockage (95%) Total blockage (100%)

otal core power (MW) 10 10
otal mass flow rate (kg/s) 1000 1000
low direction Downward Downward
locked channel 3 3
teady state duration time
before transient (s)

500 500

ransient duration time (s) 9.5 10
cram Disabled Disabled

/LASc PARET/ANLc COSTAX-BOIL/JENc RELAP4/Mod5
/JAERIc

COBRA III-C
/Interatomc

) 90.3(0.371) 95.4(0.37) NA 91.9(0.363)
4) 87.5(0.371) 93.9(0.37) 97.1(0.40) 89.3(0.363)
1) 60.3(0.446) 59.3(0.43) 58.1(0.48) 56.4(0.460)

) 58.5(1.9) NA NA NA
58.2 NA 95.2(10.0) NA
46.5 NA 49.3(10.0) NA

ata not available.
tional Laboratory (USA); LAS: Laboratoire d’ Analyse de Surete (Algeria); JEN: Junta
tom: (Germany).
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fuel, which meant that the heat was transferred from the fluid to
the fuel.

Figs. 6–9 show the stable temperature field after the transient.
Fig. 3. Parameters transient during FLOFA. (

.1. Partial blockage of a channel

Results obtained from RELAP5/MOD3.3 calculations for a 95%
bstructed SFA channel is described in this section. Based on the
ssumption that the total mass flow of the investigated SFA was
onstant, the mass flow in channel 3 decreased because of the
bstruction, while the mass flow in other channels increased, espe-

ially in the two adjacent channels (2 and 4) (Fig. 4). The increments
f the mass flow in the two adjacent channels were the same. The
bstruction resulted in the sharp increase of the temperature in
hannel 3, as shown in Fig. 5. As a given condition, the temperature

Fig. 4. The mass flow rate in different channels.

ig. 5. The temperature variation of the fuel and coolant in the obstructed channel.

I

peratures (b) relative power and flow rate.

t the entrance (Y = 0) was constant. The temperatures at the mid-
eight (Y = 0.5) and at the exit (Y = 1) were sharply increased. The
xit coolant temperature was higher than the temperature on the
uter side of the clad and the temperature on the centerline of the
n Fig. 6, the solid points represent the temperature of the fluid,

Fig. 6. The temperature variation along the radial direction.

Fig. 7. The temperature of the coolant in different channels.
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ference is the temperature field of the obstructed channel and its
adjacent fuel plates.

After the transition, the trend of the mass flow rate distribution
(Fig. 10) was the same as that under 95% blockage (Fig. 4). However,
ig. 8. The temperature field of a fuel plate under symmetrical cooling condition
fuel plate 6).

nd the hollow points represent the temperatures of the fuel ele-
ents. It can be seen that the coolant temperature of channel 3
as higher than that of any other channels, and the coolant tem-
eratures in channels 2 and 4 were almost the same and higher
han that of any other intact channels. Moreover, the temperatures
f fuel Plates 2 and 3 were higher than any one of other plates.
his is because the obstruction of channel 3 resulted in the loss of
oolant flow, which leaded to the decrease of the Reynolds number,
eat was not transferred by turbulent convection but by laminar
onvection in this channel. So the convective heat transfer coeffi-
ient in this channel decreased, thus heat generated in fuel Plate
mainly transferred into channel 2, while heat generated in fuel

late 3 mainly transferred into channel 4. This fact can also be
ound in Fig. 7. What worth more attention is that, at the outlet
f channel 3, the temperature of the coolant had been higher than
he temperature of the fuel clad (Figs. 5, 6 and 9). It reveals that,
n the lower part of the channel, heat was transferred back to the
uel Plates 2 and 3 from the coolant in channel 3, which also lim-
ted the temperature increasing of the coolant. So the maximum
emperature is reached at the upper part, instead of at the exit
Fig. 7). Also, it could be found that some fuel plates were sym-

etrically cooled (Fig. 8) and others were asymmetrically cooled
Fig. 9). Under the symmetrically cooling condition, the tempera-
ure distribution of the fuel was symmetrical along the centerline,

lthough it is not the truth under the asymmetrically cooling
ondition.

ig. 9. The temperature field of a fuel plate under asymmetrical cooling condition
fuel plate 2).

F

Fig. 10. The mass flow rate in different channels.

.2. Total blockage of a channel

Figs. 10–15 give out the RELAP5 calculation results of a totally
locked SFA channel. The results are more or less the same
ompared to the partial blockage mentioned above. The major dif-
ig. 11. The temperature variation of the fuel and coolant in the obstructed channel.

Fig. 12. The temperature variation along the radial direction.
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Fig. 13. The coolant temperature of the calculated channels.

Fig. 14. The temperature field of a fuel plate under the symmetrical cooling condi-
tion (fuel plate 6).
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ig. 15. The temperature field of a fuel plate under the asymmetrical cooling con-
ition (fuel plate 2).

he temperature variation depicted in Fig. 11 was quite different
rom what depicted in Fig. 5. It could be found that the temperature

f the coolant in the obstructed channel was almost the same as the
emperature of the adjacent fuel elements (Figs. 11 and 12).

The reason is that in the totally obstructed channel 3 there was
nly slight natural convection heat transfer, thus the coolant tem-
erature got close to the outer clad temperature of the fuel Plates

M
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d Design 239 (2009) 45–50

and 4. Moreover, from Fig. 13, it can be found that the location of
he maximum temperature moved upstream to almost where the
ower crest located. It is very different from the results depicted in
ig. 7. The temperature field under full blockage (Fig. 14) has almost
o difference from that under 95% blockage (Fig. 8) when the fuel
late was symmetrically cooled. Furthermore, under the asymmet-
ical cooling condition (Fig. 15), the temperature of the coolant in
he obstructed channel was almost the same as the outer clad tem-
erature of fuel Plate 2 on the right. Almost all the heat generated in
uel Plate 2 were dissipated to channel 2 just as mentioned before,
hich resulted in a great increment in the maximum temperature

lthough no boiling occurred.
In fact, the phenomenon of the blockage of a channel is a 3D

roblem of thermal-hydraulic coupled with kinetic. However, the
ELAP5 code adopted here is just a 1D thermal-hydraulic analysis
ith the point kinetic model, which is much conservative. The 3D

inetic model with CFD techniques will do help to fully understand
his phenomenon.

. Conclusions

Enlarged commercial exploitation of the nuclear Research Reac-
ors (RR) has increased their safety consideration. In this article,
he limiting safety margins were explored using the best estimate
ode RELAP5/MOD3.3. The transients considered are the partial and
otal blockages of one cooling channel of a single fuel assembly in
he IAEA 10 MW MTR core. To take the interaction between the
eat convection in the channel and the heat conduction in the fuel
late into consideration, 9 channels and 9 fuel plates were mod-
led. The results demonstrated that because the heat transfers to
ts adjacent channels, no boiling occurs even when the channel was
otally blocked. However, the given power distribution and initial
ondition may lead to highly conservative predictions that are away
rom what could be expected. However, this analysis has outlined
he importance to consider the impact of the adjacent channels on
he obstructed channel, especially for such type of research reac-
ors. For fully understanding the phenomenon, the interaction of
he core dynamic should be considered, and the 3D kinetic calcula-
ions should be used. Furthermore, it is very valuable to adopt the
FD tools, such as FLUENT, CFX, to analyze the 3D thermal-hydraulic
henomena in the obstructed channel, with detail consideration of
he variation of the thermophysical properties of water.
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